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The vast amount of existing data in various fields of in-
dustry, such as health, finance, and automotives, and its
fast growth through social networks, sensors, and smart
devices makes continuous research on the impact, oppor-
tunities, and boundaries of Big Data necessary and in-
evitable. At the same time, distributed processing systems,
such as Hadoop, Flink, and Spark allow engineers to cre-
ate data processing software that can handle large vol-
umes of data and fast paced streams. In order to achieve
the best possible speedups and scalability, however, new
algorithmic insights and their efficient implementation are
crucial, too. Furthermore, current research still tries to
overcome challenging dimensions, such as variety and ve-
racity of data. Also data privacy is becoming of signifi-
cant importance by the day. In Germany, several Big Data
projects and initiatives try to tackle Big Data problems in
a focused manner. For example, the priority programme
DFG-SPP 1736 on Algorithms for Big Data has been fund-
ing various projects in the targeting technological chal-
lenges, fundamental algorithmic techniques, and appli-
cations. The Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) is expanding its funding for BigData research from
two competence centers for Big Data: the Berlin Big Data
Center (BBDC) and the Competence Center on Scalable
Data Solutions and Services (ScaDS) Dresden/Leipzig to
several AI competence centers throughout Germany now
also in Tübingen, Darmstadt, and Munich.

For this special issue we have invited contributions
from German researchers who conduct research on theo-
retical boundaries of bigdata aswell the realizationof end-
to-end data processing systems. After careful reviewing by
several experts and revision of the papers, we have finally
accepted the following seven contributions for this special
issue on “Algorithms for Big Data”.
– “Dictionary learning for transcriptomics data reveals

type-specific gene modules in a multi-class setting”
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by Mona Rams and Tim O. F. Conrad from FU Berlin
describes the application of the RNA gene sequencing
algorithm and a corresponding benchmark for dictio-
nary learning.

– The article “Large-scale graph generation: Recent re-
sults of the SPP 1736 – Part II” by Ulrich Meyer
and Manuel Penschuck from the Goethe University in
Frankfurt describes continuous work on SPP projects
for large-scale graph generation that enable large-
scale research and experiments on graph data.

– Abdulrahman Kaitoua, Tilmann Rabl, and Volker
Markl from TU Berlin address the data movement
problem in polystores with their paper “A distributed
data exchange engine for polystores”. The presented
system Muses is a distributed data migration engine
that is able to interconnect distributed data stores
by forwarding, transforming, or broadcasting data
among distributed engines’ instances.

– Claudio Hartmann, Lars Kegel, and Wolfgang Lehner
from TU Dresden present in their paper “Feature-
aware forecasting of large-scale time series data sets”
a technique for forecasting a set of time series with
one singlemodel, and a feature-aware partitioning ap-
proach.

– “Optimization frameworks for machine learning: Ex-
amples and case study” is the topic of the article by
Joachim Giesen, Soeren Laue, and Matthias Mitterre-
iter from Friedrich Schiller University Jena. The au-
thors provide an introduction into the area with an
exemplary treatment of some frameworks including
their own GENO (GENeric Optimization) tool.

– In his paper “Solving subset sum with small space
– Handling cryptanalytic Big Data”, Alexander May
from Ruhr University Bochum reviews recent progress
on memory-less combinatorial algorithms for data
that appears in the context of cryptographic protocols.

– The article “Scaling up network centrality computa-
tions – A brief overview” by Alexander van der Grin-
ten, Eugenio Angriman, and Henning Meyerhenke
(Humboldt University Berlin) reviews several com-
mon and some recent (and not necessarily exact)
performance-oriented algorithmic techniques that en-
able significantly faster processing of network central-
ities than the previous state of the art.
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